
Shou-sugi-ban is a Japanese term meaning 
‘charred wood’. The technique itself is a very old 
vernacular form of treating wood. Takeshi 
Hayatsu, architect and native of Okayama - the 
region most prominantly using the technique 
today - explains “the treatment is most com-
monly used as an inexpensive means for cladding 
unimportant surfaces such as backs or sides of 
the buildings.

It works by burning the wood in order to create a thick 
layer of charcoal on the woods surface. The thick 
layer of charcoal helps prevent against a variety of 
adverse environmental conditions such as insect 
attack, erosion by salty winds and fungal attacks. It 
also creates a fire retardant coating. 

In Okayama, the traditional method of charring wood 
is to firstly create a triangular tube-like structure by 
strapping three boards together, meeting at their 
edges. A small amount of newspaper is then inserted 
at the bottom of the tube and ignited, producing an 
intense flame that spews from the top of the chimney 
structure. The intense fire burning inside the struc-
ture quickly chars the surface of the wood.

SHOU-SUGI-BAN

- Takeshi Hayatsu, Conversations with Takeshi, 6a 
Architects, London

Charred Timber clad building in Tomono-ura Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan. 
Photograph by Takeshi Hayatsu

R-URBAN is a bottom-up strategy that explores 
the possibilities of enhancing the capacity of 
urban resilience by introducing a network of 
resident-run facilities. It initiates locally closed 
ecological cycles that will support the emer-
gence of alternative models of living, producing 
and consuming. R-Urban is supported by the EU 
Life+ Programme of environmental governance. 
The project partners are AAA, Paris (coordinator), 
the City of Columbes and public works, London. 

Use three scaffold boards 
to make a triangular 
column-like structure 
laying flat on its side.

Using gaffa tape, wire or string, secure the boards in 
position. Be careful to ensure the balancing edge corner 

of each board meets the edge corner of each adjoing 
board, so as to ensure all of the surface area on the of 

each board becomes charred during the buring process.

Lift the scaffold board 
structure onto a 

surface which will 
allow air to flow 

freely in from the 
bottom [in this case 

an old timber pallet]. 
Place upright.
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Create legs to support the chimney using lengths of timber. 
Use screw to ensure the supports to the chimney. To be 
extra safe, it is advisable to secure the timber supports at 
the base also, particularly when charring long pieces of 
timber

Before the chimney is ignited, 
it is advisable to ensure all 
persons maintain a safe 
viewing distance from the 
burning chimney as buring 
materials is likely to be blown 
out from the top of the 
chimney. 

To ignite, insert one or two pieces [max] of newspaper, at 
the bottom of the structure and light with a match. Then 

stand back to observe the impending inferno.

Undo one [or all] of the timber supports, then push the burning 
structure away from ones standing position onto the ground. The 
chimney structure will collapse in on itself and the fire will 
quickly cease to burn.

ALLOW 
sTEP 5:
THE 
CHARRED
TIMBER 
TO 
COOL
BEFORE
HANDLING

The charred surface is very fragile, so be careful when handling it as it rubs 
off onto hands and clothes very easily and can be damaged easily if knocked. 
To prevent the surface from rubbing off and to protect it agianst accidental 
damage you can apply ‘Polyvine Dead Flat Varnish’, a flat matte finish.

WOOD
CHARRING
HANDBOOK

- See how Terunoby Fujimori carries out the same process 
differently on his online blog @
http://www.materia.nl/583.0.html?&tx_ttnews%tt_%5D=532&c
Hash=6ceb9a67ddre

- To see more examples of charred timber being utilised 
in architecture visit http://shou-sugi-ban.blogspot.co.uk

- 6a Architects utilised this wood treatment technique 
in the Raven Row gallery, London. You can see this at 
www.6a.co.uk/projects#_raven_row or you can visit the 
gallery and see for yourself at 56 Artillery Lane, 
London.
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materials is likely to be blown 
out from the top of the 
chimney. 

To ignite, insert one or two pieces [max] of newspaper, at 
the bottom of the structure and light with a match. Then 

stand back to observe the impending inferno.

Undo one [or all] of the timber supports, then push the burning 
structure away from ones standing position onto the ground. The 
chimney structure will collapse in on itself and the fire will 
quickly cease to burn.

ALLOW 
sTEP 5:
THE 
CHARRED
TIMBER 
TO 
COOL
BEFORE
HANDLING

The charred surface is very fragile, so be careful when handling it as it rubs 
off onto hands and clothes very easily and can be damaged easily if knocked. 
To prevent the surface from rubbing off and to protect it agianst accidental 
damage you can apply ‘Polyvine Dead Flat Varnish’, a flat matte finish.

WOOD
CHARRING
HANDBOOK

- See how Terunoby Fujimori carries out the same process 
differently on his online blog @
http://www.materia.nl/583.0.html?&tx_ttnews%tt_%5D=532&c
Hash=6ceb9a67ddre

- To see more examples of charred timber being utilised 
in architecture visit http://shou-sugi-ban.blogspot.co.uk

- 6a Architects utilised this wood treatment technique 
in the Raven Row gallery, London. You can see this at 
www.6a.co.uk/projects#_raven_row or you can visit the 
gallery and see for yourself at 56 Artillery Lane, 
London.
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Hayatsu, architect and native of Okayama - the 
region most prominantly using the technique 
today - explains “the treatment is most com-
monly used as an inexpensive means for cladding 
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SHOU-SUGI-BAN

- Takeshi Hayatsu, Conversations with Takeshi, 6a 
Architects, London

Charred Timber clad building in Tomono-ura Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan. 
Photograph by Takeshi Hayatsu

R-URBAN is a bottom-up strategy that explores 
the possibilities of enhancing the capacity of 
urban resilience by introducing a network of 
resident-run facilities. It initiates locally closed 
ecological cycles that will support the emer-
gence of alternative models of living, producing 
and consuming. R-Urban is supported by the EU 
Life+ Programme of environmental governance. 
The project partners are AAA, Paris (coordinator), 
the City of Columbes and public works, London. 

Use three scaffold boards 
to make a triangular 
column-like structure 
laying flat on its side.

Using gaffa tape, wire or string, secure the boards in 
position. Be careful to ensure the balancing edge corner 

of each board meets the edge corner of each adjoing 
board, so as to ensure all of the surface area on the of 

each board becomes charred during the buring process.

Lift the scaffold board 
structure onto a 

surface which will 
allow air to flow 

freely in from the 
bottom [in this case 

an old timber pallet]. 
Place upright.
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- To see more examples of charred timber being utilised 
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